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A Protocol for the Isolation of Carotid and Vertebral 
Arteries in MR Angiography 
Joseph P. Cousins,1 Charles L. Dumoulin ,2 Steven P. Souza,2 and William A. Wagle1 

MR angiography [1 - 9] is rapidly becoming a technique to 
evaluate blood flow in the carotid and vertebral arteries. We 
have been using a time-of-flight pulse sequence [9] to acquire 
axial images of carotid and vertebral arteries with flow-en
coded information. These axial images can be reformatted 
through a computer algorithm to give multiple angle presen
tations of the collected data in sagittal or coronal planes. 

We found that many of the reconstructed images were 
difficult to interpret because of overlap of right and left ver
tebral and carotid arteries (Fig . 1 ). Presented here is a protocol 
for optimizing the information obtained in the time-of-flight 
images. 

All of the angiograms were obtained on a clinical 1 .5-T 
system.* Studies of the carotid artery bifurcations were per
formed with the standard linear head coil , which was used for 
both excitation and detection. The region of interest (the 
carotid bifurcation) was located with multiple-view angle, 
phase-contrast MR angiograms [4]. A series of 128 axial 
time-of-flight images was then obtained with superior satu
ration to suppress venous flow. Standard acquisition param
eters were: 16-cm field of view, 12-cm slab, one excitation, 
128 x 256 matrix, and 20° flip angle. 

The problem of arterial overlap was solved in a straightfor
ward manner. The 128 axial images were reduced to 64 to 
80 consecutive images centered in the excitation slab. The 
right arteries were isolated by using a circular mask that 
included only the right carotid and vertebral in the reformatting 
of the axial images. The positions of the axes of rotation and 
the circular masks used in the processing are shown in Figure 
2. A series of 31 images was produced with views of the 
vessels at 6° increments through 180°. The analogous pro
cedure was performed to isolate and image the left arteries. 
One side benefit of this procedure is that any two consecutive 
reformatted images of the series can be presented as ste
reoscopic pairs (Fig. 3). 

The two sets of images of the right and left arteries are 
automatically centered by the reformatting process. There-
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fore, to present the isolated arteries on the same image for 
direct comparison, the two sets of 31 images had to be offset 
from center using a translation function of another program. 
In order to allow adequate separation of the images of the 
right and left arteries, the images were translated left and 
right respectively (the circular radius +5 pixels). The offset 
images were then added together using a computer program 
to produce a final set of 31 images. Two of these combined 
images are shown in Figure 4. The right and left arteries are 
clearly presented with no overlap from vessels on the opposite 
side. The top images in Figure 4 present the carotids and 
vertebrals as if one was looking at both the right and left 
arteries simultaneously from an exterior position (a lateral 
view); the bottom images in Figure 4 present the vessels 
rotated 180°, a simultaneous view of the arteries from the 
midline of the patient. 

Fig. 1.-Lateral view of right (top) 
and left (bottom) carotid and vertebral 
arteries obtained from reformatting 
time-of-flight axial images acquired 
with superior saturation (venous sup
pression). Images are difficult to inter
pret owing to overlap of vessels. 
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Fig. 4.-Simultaneous lateral views 
of isolated right and left carotid and 
vertebral arteries, from an exterior po
sition (top) and an interior position, 
from the midline (bottom). This pre
sentation allows direct comparison of 
vessels with no interferen!=e of oppo
site vasculature. 

The advantages to using this procedure for the presentation 
of carotid and vertebral MR-angiography data are that the 
overlap of opposing vessels is eliminated , and that the right 
and left vessels are presented simultaneously to allow direct 

Fig. 2.-Stacked view of the 80 time-of-flight 
axial images used for image reconstructions in 
Figs. 1, 3, and 4. Axes of rotation for vessels ( +) 
and circular masks are highlighted for both right 
and left arteries. Position of viewer to vessels in 
Fig. 4 (top) and 4 (bottom) is indicated by 4A and 
46, respectively. 

Fig. 3.-Stereoscopic images (right and /eft) 
of isolated right carotid and vertebral arteries 
obtained from time-of-flight axial images with 
venous suppression. 

comparisons. If one views the images of the isolated arteries 
in the spatial mode on the GE console or from a VCR tape, 
one can also obtain a three-dimensional presentation of the 
arteries because of the rapid presentation of stereoscopic 
images with time. 

Although this procedure requires two different image re
constructions, two image translations, and one addition , in
stead of just one reformatting (Fig. 1 ), we think the data 
presented have greater clinical utility because interference 
from opposite vessels is eliminated, and both right and left 
arteries are presented simultaneously at any view angle, 
including a true lateral view. 
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